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@DHG_GovConWhat we will cover today….

• Brief Background on Section 889(a)(1)
• What is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?
• What "entities" are required to comply?
• What is a "reasonable inquiry"?
• What constitutes a prohibited "use" of banned technologies?
• Who will pay for the costs of conducting a "reasonable inquiry"?
• What are the consequences of noncompliance?
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@DHG_GovConPolling Question
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@DHG_GovConBrief Background on Section 889

• Section 889 prohibits agencies from contracting with any “entity”: 
+ (A) to procure any equipment, system, or service that uses covered Chinese  

telecommunications equipment or services, and 
+ (B) that uses any equipment, system or service that uses covered Chinese 

telecommunications equipment or services…
+…as a substantial or essential component or critical technology of any 

system.  
• Part A – in effect since August 13, 2019.
• Part B – set to go into effect August 13, 2020. 

+ Interim Rule with implementing regulations issued July 14.
+ Includes narrow exceptions and multi-layer waiver process. 
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@DHG_GovConWhat is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?

• New interim rule closely tracks Part B—effective August 13, 2020.
• Applies to commercial items and micro-purchase acquisitions.
• Exceptions:

+Entity providing a service that connects to facilities of third-party, such as 
backhaul, roaming, or interconnection arrangements.

+Telecom equipment that cannot route or redirect user data traffic or permit 
visibility into any user data or packets.  

• Requires “reasonable inquiry” and “compliance plan” in first year.
• Implemented via FAR clauses requiring representation in SAM and, if necessary, 
information with contractor’s proposal.   
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@DHG_GovConWhat is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?

• Part B Definitions versus Part A Definitions
+Covered telecommunications equipment or services (no change).
+Covered foreign country (no change).
+Substantial or essential component (no change).
+Critical technology (no change).
+Reasonable inquiry (new definition).
+Backhaul, roaming, interconnection arrangements (new definitions).
+Use (still undefined).  
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@DHG_GovConWhat is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?

• In first year, entity must develop “compliance plan” to:
+Become familiar with regulations.
+Conduct “reasonable inquiry” into covered use.
+Train and educate purchasing and material management personnel.
+ Implement immediate phase-out plan (if entity chooses to do so).
+Make required FAR representation regarding “use” and monitor for changes.  
+For entities seeking a waiver, develop phase out plan and waiver request.
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@DHG_GovConWhat is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?

• One-time waivers cannot extend beyond August 13, 2022.
• Before granting any waiver, head of agency must: 

+Designate senior agency official for supply chain risk management;
+Participate in interagency information-sharing as required by Federal 

Acquisition Security Council (FASC);
+Notify and consult Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI); and 
+Notify FASC and ODNI 15 days prior to granting request. 

• For emergency acquisitions, agency may grant a waiver request without 
consulting FASC or ODNI, but only if: 

+Consultation is impracticable, and 
+Notice to FASC and ODNI within 30 days of granting request.
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@DHG_GovConWhat is included in the 15-page Interim Rule?

• Within 30 days of approving waiver, agency must provide "to the appropriate 
congressional committees“

+Attestation, supported by reasonable due diligence, that waiver will not 
materially increase national security risk;

+Detailed accounting of the banned technologies covered by the waiver; and 
+Phase-out plan to remove such technologies.

• Individual agencies may adopt additional procedures.
• Multi-layer process signals waivers may be difficult to obtain, particularly without 
a clear phase-out plan.  
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@DHG_GovConPolling Question
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@DHG_GovConWhat "entities" are required to comply?

• Part B applies to legal “entity” that contracts with the government—i.e., prime 
contractors.

• FAR Council will consider extending to entity’s domestic affiliates, parents, 
subsidiaries (in effect NLT August 13, 2021).

• Part B does not apply to entity’s foreign affiliates, parents, subsidiaries, but 
contracting entity must still determine:

+ If it relies on or shares any equipment, system or service with foreign 
affiliates, parents and subsidiaries that use banned Chinese technologies.  
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@DHG_GovConWhat "entities" are required to comply?

• Part B does not apply to subcontractors, but contracting entity must still 
determine if:

+Subcontractors, suppliers or vendors are providing equipment, systems or 
services that use banned Chinese technologies. 

• Primes will survey lower-tier entities and require certifications regarding 
reasonable inquiry and use.

• Contracting entities with both prime contracts and subcontracts must investigate 
their own use and subcontractors’ use.

+Even heavier burden for contractors that share equipment, systems or 
services with affiliates, parents or subsidiaries (domestic or foreign).
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@DHG_GovConWhat is a "reasonable inquiry"?

• Reasonable inquiry means:
+An inquiry designed to uncover any information in the entity's possession 

about the identity of the producer or provider of covered telecommunications 
equipment or services used by the entity. 

+Does not require "an internal or third-party audit.”
• “Any information in the entity’s possession” is broad and undefined.
• White labeling may present significant challenges.  
• In the absence of further guidance, key is to conduct well-organized, thorough, 
and documented internal and external reviews.
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@DHG_GovConPolling Question
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@DHG_GovConWhat constitutes a prohibited "use" of banned technologies?

• Not limited to direct use of banned end-products.
• Extends to entity’s government and commercial operations.

+No “nexus” to government contracts requirement (as of now).
• Requires multi-layer inquiry, given applicability to “use of any equipment, system 
or services that uses . . .”

+Direct use of covered equipment or services into products, systems or 
services sold by company to prime contractors (and USG under Part A).

+Shared equipment, systems or services with affiliates, parents, subsidiaries.
+Subcontractors, suppliers, vendors, etc. “use” in supporting your business.
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@DHG_GovConWho will pay for the costs associated with conducting a "reasonable inquiry"?

• The “reasonable inquiry” is a contract requirement
• Costs associated with compliance are generally allowable cost
• Second and third order supply chain effects

+Possible termination fees with existing service providers
+Replacement cost
+Asset write-downs
+Supply/Demand imbalances in the short term
+DCAA questioned cost if not using lowest bidder

• Competitive awards are price based decisions – FAR cost principles generally 
do not apply . . .
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@DHG_GovConPolling Question
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@DHG_GovConWhat are the consequences of noncompliance?

•Contract claims by the Government – especially default termination
•Civil False Claims Act liability – in cases initiated either by the 
Government itself or by a qui tam relator

•Criminal liability 
+Criminal False Claims Act
+False Statements Act

•Suspension/Debarment
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@DHG_GovConPolling Question
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@DHG_GovConAbout DHG Government Contracting Advisory
DHG has an extensive Government Contracting Advisory practice comprised of former DCAA auditors with many years of DCAA
audit experience, as well as other professionals with significant experience in government contracts. As a result, our industry
focused professionals provide advice to our clients in all aspects of finance, accounting and compliance associated with
government contracting. Our team delivers comprehensive regulatory compliance solutions to a broad range of contractors from
the largest to the smallest. You will find an effective combination of expertise from these practice areas as permitted by
independence standards.

Praxity AISBL is a global alliance of independent firms. Organized as an international not-for-profit entity under Belgium law, Praxity has its executive office in Epsom. Praxity – Global Alliance Limited is a not-
for-profit company registered in England and Wales, limited by guarantee, and has its registered office in England. As an Alliance, Praxity does not practice the profession of public accountancy or provide
audit, tax, consulting or other professional services of any type to third parties. The Alliance does not constitute a joint venture, partnership or network between participating firms. Because the Alliance firms are
independent, Praxity does not guarantee the services or the quality of services provided by participating firms.
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